PROGRESS NOTES
O.T.

P.T.

S.T.

Patient:
Medicaid #:
Diagnosis: Speech/Language delay
Precautions:
Treatment Frequency/Duration: 1 x weekly for 60 minutes (this is what should be on treatment plan)
Goals: /k/ and /g/ in initial words 90%; Adhere to behavior modification 90%;
Will use past tense and irreg. verbs in phrases 80%; describes in 2-3 steps 80%; Will follow 2-3 step directions;
Increase age approp vocabulary
3/01/01
3/08/01
3/15/01
3/22/01
3/29/01
Date:
Starting & Ending TIME:

9:00-9:45
45 minutes

9:00-9:30
30 minutes

9:00-9:45
45 minutes

9:00-9:45
45 minutes

None

S:

Brought by step-dad,
interrupted X1 in
session to take
medication

Session ended early
due to Pt. Having
severe stomach cramps
and could not continue

Behavior disruption as
session began, pt. in 2minute time-out.

None

Pt. cancelled secondary
to doctor’s
appointment.

O:

Imitation of /k/ in
medial and final
position with 100% acc.
/k/ in initial position
(imitation) with 65%
acc.

Imitation o f /k/ with
tongue depressor with
80% in initial pos.

2-step instructions
with prepositions with
in front of
behind
between
under
on top of
next to
with 80% acc, immed.
Carryover increasing
to 100%

/k/ in isolation with
100% acc with open
mouth technique 70%
consistently

none

*Total Billable MINUTES:

strident sounds vs.
stops concept with
50% acc

/k/ in initial position of
words using pics with
20% independently
/k/ in medial pos of
words in conversation

Followed 2 step
directions with
manipulatives 80% of
the time.

Counting/calculation
with Hi-Ho Cherrio
with 90% consistently

/k/ in initial position of
words 71% with
repeated trials naming
pictures (mod verbal
cues)
lang tx: concepts
“more” identifying #
of grouped items: pt
at 50%

A:

Introduced concept of
sounds in I,M,F
position of words,
unsuccessful, Use of
tongue depressor on
tip of tongue
successful 75% of the
time for /k/
production.

Carryover of /k/ into
conversation in medial
position; carryover in
productioin from 0% to
20 % in naming pics
with initial /k/

Language tx with quick
learning, carryover of
2-step instructions
with 100% acc after 2
trials

Increased
performance of /k/
with visual/verbal cues
with tongue tip behind
teeth and open mouth
position,
Carryover increased
from 20 to 70% with
/k/ independently with
pics

none

P:

Continue current goals,
with tongue depressor
as aid.

Continue current plan
of care

Continue POC (plan of
care)

Continue POC, sent not
on areas addressed,
homework for /k/
carryover

none

THERAPIST:
Therapist:
Sign/Credentials
SAMPLE PURPOSE ONLY

